As I fold the last batch of warm clothes from the dryer, I glance over at the kitchen clock on the far wall. Oh, dear . . . it's almost four thirty in the afternoon. It's Sunday and I need to get the boys ready to go home to their dad's. If I'm going to get them back on time, we need to leave here no later than 5 p.m. Yes, I remember now their father mentioned on Friday when I picked them up that he had dinner plans for them tonight. Surely he's not cooking. He probably has a church dinner to attend. It still amazes me that he has returned to the church as a practicing Catholic. I would not have predicted that when we got married some fourteen years ago. I never saw it coming. Of course, I never saw a lot of things coming. The course of my life has changed rather dramatically. I'm divorced, in graduate school, and living without my sons. Most of my possessions and traces of my former life have disappeared. The signifiers of my past femininity as a homemaker have faded. Things as common as my own dishes, prized linens, and pots and pans have long since been discarded. I always thought that when I had children I'd be the "Kool-Aid, mom," as one of my coparticipants in this study put it. In other words, I'd provide a stable, caring environment that would act as an emotional magnet for not only my own children but the neighborhood children as well. I'd bake my own bread, can fruits and vegetables, be the dutiful wife, and even homeschool my children, perhaps. Like many mothers before me, I fully adopted the cultural definition for what constitutes a "good mother" (Thurer 1994) , an intersubjectively constructed but nonetheless powerful system of signification that serves to uphold the dominant discourse of traditional motherhood (Glenn, Chang, and Forcey 1994) . Running deep within my psyche, I now understand how this social construction forms an overriding fantasy theme (Bormann 1972 ) from which all mothers judge their competency, regardless of custodial status. My dilemma is that such a fantasy theme sharply contradicts my present reality.
Nowadays, I live in someone else's house, see my kids every other weekend, and pay child support. How can I continue to call myself a mother when I no longer provide their regular care and nurturance? Unlike some mothers, though, who lose custody of their children during divorce or separation, I voluntarily chose my status. I have no one to blame but myself. With little money coming in as a full-time student, I am unable to provide adequately for them. Like other mothers I've interviewed, making the difficult decision to leave the care of my children to someone else because I deemed it "in their best interest" is not a decision reached lightly. There is the risk I could somehow lose my children as a result. Not that my ex-husband would literally take them from me, although that is a common occurrence for some mothers with whom I've spoken. Rather, I could fail to find an operative communicative ground from which to competently negotiate or enact my new role as visiting mother. I could fail in my attempts to construct a new rhetorical vision (Bormann 1972) of motherhood that would sustain my efforts to perform my ambiguous role. For, unlike traditional motherhood, there is no social stock of knowledge from which to draw insights (Schutz 1970) . Indeed, failing to competently handle this situation could be a death sentence for my future relationship with my children. I know that is not a drama I want to live.
No time to dwell on the complexities of this turn of events now. I close the dryer door and drop the folded clothes in the basket. In my ruminations, I typically get the "short end of the stick," on this subject anyway. Right now, my task is to round up the boys and make sure they are cleaned up before we leave. Their dad's expecting them. understandings of my relationship with my absent children and my designation as a mother. One aspect is my continuing "performance" as a mother, a role that typically is highly scripted or codified, semiotically speaking. The other is my communication "competency" as I attempt to perform in my capacity as mother yet not mother. Now, more than ever before, I understand my activities, communication processes, and everyday events of which I am involved as performances or as social actions performed within a complex matrix of signifying systems (Anderson and Meyer 1988) . Because all of my interactions with my children are now framed by the unique context (or stage) known as child visitation, they are performances. That is, they are "aesthetically marked and heightened mode [s] of communication, framed in a special way and put on display for an audience" (Bauman 1992, 44) . This is so even though my display of motherhood is not always an action consciously chosen. Because noncustodial motherhood transgresses the typical assumptions and highly codified role of traditional motherhood, my existence necessarily represents to others around me a "lost absoluteness" for what a mother should be (Miller 1998, 319) . Unlike fathers who become noncustodial, my context of mothering includes no parameters that would serve to make possible, codify, and therefore legitimize my existence within the wider network of social relations. I am simply perceived (by myself as well as others) as an anomaly (Jackson 1994) . If anything, I reinstantiate the norm of good, traditional mothering by serving to fulfill a sociocultural desire for its negative representation.
As "any doing of an act of communication," my performance of noncustodial motherhood highlights the interrelationship between myself and the myriad of audiences that serve as sign systems to me (Bauman 1992, 44) . As I have discovered, my new-found status invokes the powerful presence of many audiences whether real, imaginary, or symbolic, as psychoanalyst Jacque Lacan would have us understand (Wilden 1987) . Whether contiguous or remote, my engagement with these audiences holds us both "communicatively accountable; [for] it assigns to an audience the responsibility for evaluating the relative skills and effectiveness of the performer's accomplishment" (Bauman 1992, 44) . These audiences witness and scrutinize my competency and shape my perceptions of myself as a cast member enacting the "play" we call mothering. As time passes, I become more aware that any sociocultural context like child visitation "is not a neutral or stable 'frame,''schema,'or 'speech event'; but the ordering of power relations in discourse that establishes conditions" from which I speak as a woman and mother, either legitimately or illegitimately (Linstrom 1992, 103-4) . Therefore, in my continuing efforts to perform my role as mother, I have to ask myself, at any given moment, "What audiences am I addressing and under what conditions do I speak? What kind of role is demanded of me? What do my communicative actions of mothering represent to others and myself?" Even though I remain highly vigilant to my task of deconstructing the sign systems these roles and social situations represent, I easily become "tangled in the [cultural] rules" (Bateson 1972 ) for assessing what performance role is currently applicable and demonstrating its corresponding rules of competency. I am, after all, a visiting mother, and I soon find that the paradoxical implications of that cultural designation are enormous to my ongoing sense of well-being.
In what follows, I continue my personal narrative or confessional tale (Van Maanen 1988) of my experience as a noncustodial mother. As a narrative performance, it represents how my sense of mothering is rhetorically constituted through my communicative actions, that is, how my expressions and perceptions of the unique context of child visitation shape my ongoing lived experiences and identification with the sign of motherhood. I must acknowledge at the outset that my narrative offering, while written by a white, middle-class, Protestant academic, also reflects a polyphony of stories I have collected from other noncustodial mothers. Following Bakhtin, their voices are now interwoven with mine, producing the following intersubjective, heteroglossic account of this cultural experience (Holquist 1981) . Even though this ethnographic approach resembles a critical autoethnography as described and espoused by contemporary theorists (see, for example, Conquergood 1991; Crawford 1996; Denzin 1997; Bochner 1997; Ellis 1999) , I attempt to expand beyond a descriptive level of analysis that autoethnographies typically provide. To turn "the ethnographic gaze inward on the self (auto), while . . . looking at the larger context wherein self experiences occur" (Denzin 1997, 227) , I blend the cultural theory of signs, that is, semiotics (Peirce 1955; Jakobson 1971) , with a radical, empirical interrogation supplied through phenomenological reflection (Merleau-Ponty 1962; Jackson 1989 and phenomenological mediation that occurs when persons interact with the sign systems that produce cultural experience. Taking my narrative of noncustodial mothering as an existential sign condition, I pragmatically explore its communicative dimensions. This entails explication of the dynamic interactions among a cultural text/context of discourse, performer, and audience. As Riessman (1993) explained, such a pragmatic focus on narrative "gives prominence to human agency and imagination [and] is well suited to studies of subjectivity and identity" (p. 5). It reflects a cultural exemplar of the struggle we all face as we attempt to embody a meaningful subjectivity.
Such a theoretical stance provides me a means by which to "highlight the social, cultural, and aesthetic dimensions of the communicative process" (Turner 1986, 24) . It also demonstrates how performances become privileged spaces of social reflexivity and occasions ripe for intense critical scrutiny and evaluation (Strine 1998, 313) . Although the lived-body experience of noncustodial mothering feels anything but a "privileged space," it is an example of socialized discourse that provides an occasion for intense social and personal scrutiny. My story continues as our weekend visit comes to a close. **** I suddenly realize that it's awfully quiet in the house. "Ty . . . Zachary," I call out, with the basket of clothes now resting on one hip. No response. All I hear is the low drone of a televised basketball game coming from the sunken living room. That's odd. I wonder where they could be, looking into the dining room. I'm sure they were just here a minute ago, playing with my landlord's son, Alex, also visiting his dad for the weekend. Have I been too involved in cleaning up our breakfast mess or doing laundry to notice that they'd disappeared? It is a rarity that my boys, Ty, age ten, and Zac, age six, would be unaccounted for during a weekend visit. After all, I consider our time together precious time, although very much punctuated and measured according to planned activities and events. Granted, I have been daydreaming about how good this weekend with them has been. I think I've managed to keep them sufficiently "entertained," consciously acknowledging my role as performer. I know that's not my only goal while they're with me, but I do want them to enjoy coming to see me. Yes, let's see. Friday night we went to the movies. Yesterday afternoon, I took them roller skating. They still can't believe I skated all the time when I was their age. Alex and his dad, Doug, my landlord, met us for pizza afterwards. We all stayed up late last night and watched a rented movie. Dare I say it felt like "family time," if only temporarily? This morning our time together was more improvised as needs and issues arose. Zac talked me into making waffles for breakfast. How long has it been since I did that? Seldom do I cook anymore. Since breakfast, our time together has taken on a carefree tone. I helped Ty finish some homework and talked with him about dealing with his math teacher whom he hates. I must admit the "down time" with them has been nice. After all, we don't always have to be doing planned activities, I remind myself. Any sense of normalcy with them is a welcome gift given how difficult it is to achieve these days. (Most noncustodial mothers with whom I've talked echo these sentiments. It's the routine patterns of being together, the sense of everydayness that we miss the most. Saying prayers or tucking them into bed every night was always as comforting to me as it was for them, I'm sure.)
But where could they have gone? I quickly move through the spacious house to the small room that I rent at one end. Perhaps I just can't hear them behind my closed door. I open the door and drop the basket on the bed. I am immediately engulfed by a sea of pink filtered light provided by the pink curtains, bedspread, bed ruffle, throw rugs, and other accessories I use to decorate my personal space. It's probably no coincidence that my décor reflects my continuing need to affirm a femininity I think I've long since lost. I do know that its warm glow soothes my spirit and offers a welcome respite when I enter.
They aren't there, but evidence of their occupation immediately captures my attention. I see GI Joes, jeeps, tanks, and small rifles scattered across my floor. My shoes are being used as bunkers for their "men" to hide in, and my academic books seem to be arranged as a fort. How many times have I told them not to leave all this stuff lying around? I can't help but smile, though. The apposition of our worlds-the budding masculine and affirmed feminine-humors me. At least I see evidence of our existential juxtaposition. That's a rarity, these days. I rather enjoy seeing any presence of them in my otherwise solitary life. That wasn't always the case, though. I remember when they first went to live with their dad. I had to put their school pictures in a drawer for a while. It was too painful. Their photographs on my window ledge haunted me. Their smiling faces suggested a betrayal for leaving them and served as testimonials that I was, indeed, a bad mother.
Muffled voices outside my window bring me back from my thoughts. They must be outside, I conclude, as I make my way back through the living room and kitchen to the patio doors. I see Doug coming down from upstairs. "Have you seen the boys?" I ask, noticing a slight nervousness in my voice.
"I think they're out in the side yard," he replies, as he opens the refrigerator door. He takes out a hunk of raw cabbage for a snack. We all are entitled to our idiosyncrasies, I think to myself. Doug and I get along well, actually. We have from the beginning. I think it's because we give one another a lot of psychological space. His divorce is almost final, I think. I don't intrude in his life and he, refreshingly, has never asked questions about mine. I hope the boys haven't gotten dirty playing in the mud, I think to myself as I make my way toward the back kitchen door. Did it rain last night or the night before? Do I have extra clothes, just in case, or did I send those back with them the last time they were here? What will their dad say if I have to take them home dirty? Have I been irresponsible?
"Mom, come here, quick!" Ty yells excitedly as I walk toward them in the side area of the spacious yard. I look over and see all three boys scurrying rapidly in and out of a couple of run-down storage sheds constructed from what looks like leftover building materials. The roofs are filled with gaping holes, and I see that birds have nested in the eves. Piles of old lumber, scrap metal, and concrete blocks are scattered about, and I worry how soon they will encounter the many protruding nails I already see. There's a feeling of urgency in the air.
"Ty and Zac, what are you doing in that mess? You'll get hurt. Didn't I tell you not to play there?" I speak more harshly than I intend, making my way closer.
"But Mom," Zachary protests, "we're building a fort! Alex says it's OK. Come see!"
I look over at Alex who is busy moving a long, splintered piece of wood. "Alex, did you ask your dad if you guys could play in here?" I ask.
Alex looks up, "Yeah, he said we could as long as we cleaned up the mess while we're at it." "Yeah, Mom, come see the space we cleared," Ty chimed. I peer through a large crack in the side of the closest shed. I see only a shadowed but cluttered interior. "We've got these tree stumps to use as chairs. Alex's dad is even going to pay us for helping organize this stuff," he continues.
"Well, that sounds pretty good guys, but it's almost time to go and you still haven't packed up yet. Your dad's expecting you for dinner, remember?" "Ah, Mom, can't we stay a little longer," Ty insists, "we just got started." "I know, honey, but this project will be here when you come to visit next time. You can finish it then," I hear myself reluctantly saying.
"Ah, come on, Zac. We've gotta go," Ty says defeatedly. "Don't clean this up by yourself, Alex, before we get back, OK?" Ty prods, wanting to make sure his chance for making some money doesn't slip by.
"Ok," we hear Alex say as we work our way back to the house. "Bye." "See ya," echo Ty and Zac. I'm immediately filled with mixed emotions. Although I'm happy to see them finally comfortable enough to make some aspect of this experience their own, I have to begin the departure process. I've learned that it's not emotionally productive for any of us to quickly take our leaves with one another. Our times together already feel laced with abrupt meetings, exchanges, and departures. If I don't get them moving now, I won't keep my agreed-on visitation schedule with their dad. I don't want to make him angry about any aspect of our visitation arrangement. We're on good terms, now, and I want to keep it that way. And yet, if I had my way, I'd let them play out here until dark, if only to see them create a space here at Doug's that they could look forward to visiting. I've always worried that it's not enough for them that they are coming to see me. What do I have to offer? What kinds of things can they do here? What's in it for them? I'm fully aware that on successful completion, however insignificant it might appear to outsiders, their "fort" would signify that we shared space together, like we did when we were living with one another. As it is now, they merely enter, visit, and exit my limited space for a prescribed time. Taking turns sleeping on the floor in my room or on the futon couch in the living room, throwing their things wherever, and dressing in a cold bathroom are not the best of circumstances. (They are, however, better than some visiting arrangements I've heard about. For example, Ann, another noncustodial mother, "lives out of a suitcase," as she puts it. She's relegated to visits with her three-year-old daughter at public places. They celebrated Christmas one year in the lobby of the university's student union, next to "the biggest tree" her daughter had ever seen.)
As we walk back to the house, I'm fully aware of the weight these unusual circumstances of visitation have on our relationship. Sensing a greater consequence to this seemingly mundane exchange than merely stopping an activity they were excitedly doing, I realize that we've just enacted the epitome of our circumstances of visitation. "It will have to wait 'til next time," is a theme played over and over again, with every visit, with every departure. Do they feel the existential angst this produces as much as I do, I wonder? If so, I must try to spare them.
Quickly refocusing, "You guys don't look too dirty," I say with a strained smile. Just the thought of leaving them begins to upset me. It's been so good to see them this time. I know visits can be extremely rocky, so much so that other mothers have admitted welcoming their end, if only to stop the emotional roller-coaster rides they evoke. I reassure myself that this time I've succeeded in countering the entropic forces that seem to work against our relationship. I brush some smudges from Zac's jacket and turn Ty's face toward me to get a good look. "You'll want to wash up a bit and don't forget to pack up the GI Joes. They're all over my floor. You know where your bags are guys? And don't forget your homework, Ty. It's on the coffee table, I think. We've got fifteen minutes before we need to leave." We've entered the kitchen and the door slams behind us, as if to punctuate my words and mark the beginning of our "departure routine." The three of us take the cue and scatter to make preparations. This is such an atypical context or stage from which to perform motherhood. I'm never really sure how well I'm doing.
****
As seen in the narrative above, our experiences together are shaped by unique temporal and spatial parameters within which our communication transpires and on which my performance of mothering is to be judged. All of our communication is shaped by an interplay of varying audiences (the imaginary, the real, and the symbolic) that works semiotically to influence my expressions and my perceived competence as a mother (Wilden 1987) . I am often left wondering if it is even possible to construct a meaningful subjectivity of motherhood that will satisfy these audiences, whose narrative representations and expectations continually frame my own, too much so if I am not careful. Although often confused, it is clear to me that my perceptions of my situation do, indeed, heavily influence how I think, feel, and express myself to others (Merleau-Ponty 1964; Lanigan 1988 Lanigan , 1992 . Theoretically, I am aware of the fact that my predicament is an existential product of my interaction with these various objects, people, and events (signs) that I encounter in the world and the subsequent interpretations I make (Jakobson 1960, 353) . Ultimately, I know that these perceptions will prove to be the key to understanding and possibly transforming the way I approach my difficult and ambiguous circumstances. Part of my challenge is not only the shifting nature of my embodiment as visiting mother but also the changing status of the audiences before whom I enact my part. Which audience is more present or absent to my experience will depend, of course, on the communicative event we are enacting at any given moment.
Eicher-Catt / NONCUSTODIAL MOTHERING 81 When I am with my children, they are the real audience before whom I am performing noncustodial mothering. They are, after all, the actual persons who are immediately present to my experience. I find that typically, as my real audience, they provide the least amount of direct criticism concerning my performance as a mother, (although, as we shall see below, this does not mean that challenges to my authority as a parental figure do not sometimes surface). Understood as a code condition, my children as the real audience give me a certain degree of parental latitude, freedom, and power to just be with them as I see fit. We can, therefore, improvise new familial role enactments, such as our activities on Saturday (mentioned above) and our Sunday morning time together. Rather than appealing to restrictive cultural codes already in place, our exchange of various messages helps to create new mother-toson relations.
I should not be surprised by the improvisational nature of our engagement, when I look closely at its discursive structure. As Jakobson's theory of communication describes, the message element of speech corresponds to the poetic or creative function of language. According to Jakobson, it is this function of language that gives discursive practices their dynamic "palpability" (Holenstein 1976 ). This palpability does not exist, though, unless more socially prescribed discursive practices are temporarily abated. To do this successfully, however, means that we must continually emphasize this message level of discourse while suppressing the discursive codes in place that specify traditional mother-and-son engagement. (These codes, of course, are based on an asymmetrical relationship, with the designation parent carrying legitimate authority.) As John Searle's (1969) speech act theory outlines, under these perceived conditions, the primary rules of performance we follow are constitutive rather than regulative. We create them as the need arises. Although now designated a "departure routine," the chain of events and practices that coalesced into this enactment was once produced by the need to constitute a pattern of relating that was unique to our context of visitation.
At the same time, however, an imaginary audience is present to my experience every time I attempt to instantiate the sociocultural discourse of conventional motherhood while I am with my sons. This discourse, as we know, both illusory as a rhetorical vision and real in its many written and oral manifestations in the popular media, serves to construct mother love as an all-encompassing, self-sacrificing, and unconditional feminine performance (Thurer 1994) . In addition, this discourse demands "typical" parental enactment routines, such as reprimanding them for playing unsafely in a potentially harmful area or making sure they are clean and "presentable" before returning to their father's house. I do this as a way to regulate my perceived fledgling performance of mothering and to reinstill a competency as "parent" I so earnestly desire. Consequently, I appeal to familiar regulative rules found in traditional mothering discourse as I attempt to enact my role (Searle 1969) . The standards for judging my performance by this imaginary audience are especially restrictive, if not harsh, given the fact that two hours from now I will have no direct authority to intervene in their play whatsoever. Every time I think about how I should really be with my children regularly and not merely visiting (e.g., when I'm folding my clothes or when I'm packing them up to "deliver" them to their father), this audience is prominent in my consciousness. My children also conjure this audience for me when they question why they have to "go home" or when we are going to see one another again.
Unfortunately, when I appeal to these implicit scripts (dictated by this sociocultural discourse), my speech acts function to merely operationalize predetermined code conditions that do not match my situation of noncustody. I often feel as though I mistakenly walked through the wrong stage door for my performance. I am quickly reminded that most mothers do not send their children "home" on Sunday afternoons. My timing may be appropriate but my embodiment of space is definitely not. I keep trying, however, to demonstrate a competent performance. I eventually find that enacting these scripts under such atypical circumstances is a difficult performance to maintain. Ultimately, appealing to such code conditions only acts as a strong message to me that I might, in the end, fail miserably. My enactment of these scripts, unfortunately, prohibits more spontaneous interactions with my children that might prove more productive.
Given these circumstances, I am quickly reminded that any performance on my part necessarily drifts between past conceptions of mothering and present misgivings and that "every performance marks out a unique temporal space that nevertheless contains traces of other nowabsent performances" (Diamond 1996, 1) . I cannot seem to escape these traces as I interact with these contradictory sign systems and embody the existential confusion and disequilibrium they create. Riding back to their father's residence in my car is a good case in point.
After a heated debate about whose turn it is to ride in the front seat with me, the ride back to Huntsville is going smoothly. The rides back to their dad are always more subdued than the rides to my house. Not because they don't like to go "home" as they call it (a designation that, for me, is ripe with emotional implications), but because our impending goodbyes are always poignant moments of awkwardness for us all. I'm fully aware that the serious tone of our car rides is often prompted by my inability to adequately "control" my emotions. I try to stay "upbeat" for their sake, but I'm anything but. Mixed feelings surface and I work hard at swallowing the lump that keeps recurring in my throat. By this point in the game our separation is routine, sure, but it never gets any easier.
This evening Zac is relegated to the back seat and appears to be acting out his frustration and resentment by playing with his GI Joes louder than usual. As Ty and I attempt to carry on a conversation about his upcoming baseball schedule, we're constantly interrupted by soldier dialogue complete with loud ammunition sound effects. I wonder how much of Zac's behavior is symptomatic of factors other than merely riding in the back seat. "So, when do you think the game schedule will be set, Ty?" I hear myself query. "You know I want to make as many games as I can this year." As I'm listening to his remarks, I'm reminded how much our journey back to their dad's accentuates our relational precariousness. Any ride is risky business, I think to myself, and this one is no exception. Equilibrium is difficult to maintain. In some ways, the car ride offers us a "buffer zone" from what is to come-many days of not seeing one another, many days of trying to capture in a phone call the nuances of lives lived. It is definitely a marked space and time, an existential horizon, from which we will attempt to negotiate our relationship that always appears to be in transition. For that buffer, I am thankful. But I'm also fully aware that it is a fertile ground that nourishes the uncertainty that seems to envelop us, an uncertainty born from loss and unknown gains, and I distrust it immensely. I'm always working hard to prevent any landslides. "Just give them a sense of continuity and stability," has become my mantra these days, especially when I feel this uncertainty so keenly. Of course, reciting it over and over as the miles clock by flies in the face of our lived experience. We all live on the edge. We've embodied this reality to its fullest, and it often produces a palpable livedbody negativity that shapes all of our experiences. I just want the ride to go smoothly without any major emotional irruptions, I chant to myself. I just want to have an enjoyable last half hour together. We probably won't see one another again for two weeks.
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Just then, Zac's escalation of war sounds finally pushes Ty over the edge. "Zac, knock it off! Can't you shut up?" Ty shouts angrily as he reaches into the back seat to make physical contact.
I immediately try to intercede as I flash a stern look at Ty. "Zac, can you pipe down some, please?" I interject with a more measured tone. "We can't hear one another talk up here. (Silence.) Zac . . . did you hear me?" "OK, Mom," Zac finally says. I turn my attention to Ty. "Ty, you know, shouting at your brother doesn't help. Ask him nicely and tell him your reasons. Give him a chance to process your request before you go yelling at him like that," I instruct, assuming a disciplinary role.
Ty returns a harsh look and retorts, "Well, Mom, it isn't always that simple. Besides, you know he doesn't always listen to you. I'm responsible for Zac when Dad isn't around. He listens to me because he has to. I've learned to make him listen!" Ah, where do I begin to unpack the emotional and political ramifications of those ugly statements? Not only has Ty challenged my competence as an authority figure in front of Zac, raised an equally troubling fact that my tenure as a parental figure is in constant jeopardy, but also reminded me how much responsibility he, as older brother, now assumes given my regular absence. And he is, rightfully so, apparently frustrated with that added responsibility. His remarks hit me hard as though the oncoming car had just made impact. I'm left reeling. How do I respond? I notice we've just passed the final turnoff to his dad's. Knowing my remaining time is measured, I decide there is no need to bring up my troubling concerns and reservations about how much authority over his brother his dad is giving him when I'm not there. That's a discussion better left unsaid anyway, since raising it only puts me in the middle of his relationship with his dad. Not a good place to be, I've discovered.
I also conclude, for the time being, to let slide his challenge to my competence as an authority figure. He's right, anyway. I'm not always effective, given my status as a part-time mother. It's a constant struggle to maintain legitimacy as a bona fide parent. Any prior sense of power I might have had as a custodial mother is automatically undermined under these conditions. (I'm reminded of more severe examples of this, such as Louise, a noncustodial mother whose son has lived with her parents for more than ten years while she battled a drug habit. Although she's been clean for several years now, she continues to struggle to have any voice in disciplinary matters concerning his welfare.) I finally decide that rather than argue with him about my credibility as an authority figure, I'll attempt to merely remind him of my rights to that power position. Tentatively, I begin, "Ty, when you and Zac are with me . . . the act of setting rules and assigning sanctions for breaking those rules resides with me and me alone. I am the disciplinarian, not you, when the three of us are spending time together." I try to be as stern as possible but not too harsh with this message. As we continue to talk, I question how successful I am with convincing him of my authority. "Do you understand me, Ty?" I finally ask as I'm turning the car into his dad's driveway. Have I talked that long, I wonder? Great, this must seem like a lecture to him. I see their dad through my windshield as I stop the car. He's busy outside, apparently packing his car. I wonder where he's taking the boys tonight-a reminder that much of their lives I know little about. With a wave, he and I exchange a brief acknowledgment. I'm grateful that we've managed to keep a respectful distance from one another, for the sake of the boys. A woman suddenly appears by his side and proceeds to load her packages in the back seat. Her presence startles me and I lose my breath. He's dating again? The boys never mentioned her. Of course, I routinely don't ask a lot of questions about their life with their dad. Perhaps I should. I'm quickly reminded of "horror" stories I've repeatedly heard from other mothers, stories about being replaced by "the other woman." (Sara, as a matter of fact, described her anguish that she now has to struggle with her daughter to get her to call her "mom" since her dad moved in with his new girlfriend.) Heaven forbid, I think. That has to be the ultimate disconfirmation a mother can experience.
Ty's fidgeting next to me brings me back to the immediate matters at hand. "Yeah, I understand you all right," Ty flatly replies as he gets out of the car.
I turn around in my seat to flash Zac another strained smile. How many times do they see my strain, I wonder? My emotions are running high by this time. "Zac, you need to put away your GI Joes now. We're back at your dad's," I say, hearing my voice begin to crack. Zac looks up and then out his side window, as though in a daze. Zac is indeed in another world sometimes. How I envy his ability to do that. Ah, no! Just what I didn't want to see happen, an otherwise good weekend ending on a sour note.
"Ty," I quickly call out as he's gathering his things and making his way toward the door. I run after him with a measured gate. I don't want to appear as though I'm panicking. "Come, give me a hug good-bye," I plead.
He relents, walks slowly toward me, and recognizes, with sympathy, the growing anguish on my face. Our embrace is followed by a kiss on the cheek. I now struggle not to cry. I hate it when our good-byes are witnessed by others, especially their dad, not to mention complete strangers. What must it feel like to see your children under the confines of supervised visitation, I wonder, with no privacy and under the constant gaze of a critical onlooker? For me, being in the company of their dad officially signals the end of "our time" together. I look at Ty and I'm reminded of how much the two of us are performers for ourselves as well as others, as we both try to ease the strain we feel between us. "I love you, very much," I say with conviction. "I love you too, Mom," he returns, as his eyes cast downward. It is clear to me that the current of his soul runs swift and deep. I want nothing more than to sooth that soul, not agitate it. Before I can say more, Zac is suddenly upon us, arms stretched wide to capture as much of our intimacy, however measured, as he can. As he enthusiastically swings his arms around us, the tackle box that contains his GI Joe collection slams into Ty's side. Ty recoils and quickly turns away in annoyance. He makes his way into the house. I can't bring myself to watch him go.
I swallow hard and turn to Zac, trying to put on my "everything's alright" face. Kneeling on one knee so we are eye to eye I begin, "Now, sweetie, will you record that Michael Jackson song for me that you promised? I really want to hear your favorite song next time," I muster.
"Sure Mom, just for you!" he retorts with a twinkle in his eye. He's such a charmer. He throws himself into another hug, and I have to brace myself with one arm to prevent from falling over. Am I always fighting to stay balanced, I wonder? "You know, Zac, Mommy loves you more than the sky is high," I begin.
"And the ocean is deep," he finishes, with a sense of personal accomplishment. Together, we frequently take solace in our well-rehearsed storybook verse, one that I read to them often. It's a tale about a mother owl's love for her two offspring. She teaches them how to hunt for food and eventually how to fly. In the process, she learns to let go with love when they've matured. If only it were that easy.
"Continuity and stability," I again repeat to myself, as we look deeply into each other's eyes. "Bye, honey. Tell your brother that I will call you guys on Thursday night, OK?" I venture, as I feel the lump getting bigger in my throat.
"OK, Mommy. I love you!" "I love you too, Zac-o!" Before I can get another hug, he's escaped my embrace and runs toward his dad and this new woman, who are now finished packing and making their way into the house.
"Dad, we're building a fort at Doug's," I hear him say excitedly as the door closes behind them. I'm grateful, at least, that this time Zac feels comfortable in saying good-bye. It's not always easy for us to let go. "When will I see you again, Mommy?" is a question I've heard too many times. Leaving the rest of their things by the door, I turn and quickly move toward my car. I'm glad, too, that the timing of our good-byes prevented a formal acknowledgment of the other woman. I'm becoming overwhelmed by emotions and I need to take my leave. Did I put some Kleenex in my purse before I left, I wonder? I'm already dreading the empty car ride back to the small corner of Doug's house where I live. **** Departure (along with reunification, as we shall see below) thus clearly marks the parameters of our existence under the sign of visitation and foregrounds the dangerous interpersonal "edge" on which we constantly live. During these moments of heightened embodiment, I understand that if I emotionally break down in the boys' presence, I automatically serve as a powerful sign to them (and myself) that articulates our precarious situation and fragility as a "family unit." So as not to evoke the experience of this semiotic condition, I try hard to suppress my emotions and accentuate, instead, the lived-body traces of our prior relationships as "typical" mother and sons. In the case of our departure described above, I revert to speaking well-rehearsed "terms of endearment" between myself and Zac, for example, or recite to myself the mantra of "continuity and stability" as I drive the car closer to the edge of our existence. I hope these performances will regulate our perceptions and interactions during peak times of transition, confusion, and uncertainty.
At points of departure like this, the imaginary audience, that is, the one that firmly upholds the conventionalized modes of mothering, surfaces in my consciousness, as if to mock my "feeble" attempts to continue to mother under such circumstances. On leaving my children at their dad's, I am immediately reminded that I no longer occupy the sacred space of visitation from which I might interpersonally engage with my sons (a phrase continually used by noncustodial mothers to describe what visitation means to them). I realize that visitation supports my new fantasy theme that the immediacy of our interactions during a visit can counteract any ambiguous, and often negative, consequences of not living together. As a code condition produced by my interaction with my children as the "real audience," visitation thus signifies the opportunity to improvise new familial role enactments that may better suit our unique circumstances.
As the above narrative suggests, departure also signals for me the need to improvise what intimacy between us might mean, given the fact that time and space will soon separate us. Also, when I "just want the ride [back to their dad's] to go smoothly," I reflect this improvisational mode of being. However, I find it difficult to maintain such improvisation for too long. It demands a focused creativity that I do not always possess, and as Ty's outburst demonstrates, there are times when the reinstantiation of the asymmetry of our parent-son relationship is called for. When this disparity occurs, it appears that my sons and I have somehow found the right stage on which to perform, but our rhythm or timing for engagement is off.
If I reflect carefully on my experiences, I see that both an improvisational attitude toward visitation and my continual rehearsal of any conventional scripts of motherhood (as described previously) are derived from my overriding desire to reflect a competent performance of noncustodial mothering. Each possible enactment finds me appealing to a frame of reference, that is, an alternating code condition for how to perform. Given these conflicting perceptions, the text/context of visitation creates an existential ambiguity for me that overrides my performances of mothering and produces a sense of overall disequilibrium.
As the following narrative suggests, the time we spend apart from one another is difficult to handle as well, in part because the designations for what constitutes the imaginary and the real audiences become existentially and semiotically reversed, as do my appeals to constitutive and regulative rules for social enactments. Being absent, my children now serve as my imaginary audience, while other social contexts and relationships that are typically less intimate in nature assume the qualities and evaluative functions of the real audience. I easily get "tangled in the [cultural] rules" (Bateson 1972 ) for assessing what performance role is relevant.
****
It's Thursday and my afternoon class in quantitative methods just finished. Today's examination left me exhausted. I am, therefore, strolling more than walking toward the student union. Spring has officially arrived, and I'm quick to let its beauty wash over me. My stress level has been way too high lately. Isn't Ty playing baseball this afternoon, I ponder? If so, who's watching Zachary? I need to remember to ask the boys "I don't think I did very well either. I studied hard, too," I replied. I didn't want to think about it, actually. The odds of me getting an A in this course were quickly diminishing with every assignment.
"Some of us are meeting at La Fontella's later for happy hour. Do you want to come?" she asked as we reached the edge of campus. Although many of my classmates are younger than me and at a very different stage in their personal lives, I welcome the opportunity to experience some student camaraderie, however brief it might be.
"Sure, what time?" I hear myself reply, as I quickly decide that writing on the thesis can wait until after dinner. I'll make a pot of coffee when I get back to Doug's.
"We're meeting in about an hour," she shouts over her shoulder, as she skirts across the street. "See ya." I make my way back to the library to pass the hour studying but can't help but think about how different my life is now. Although I've been "single" for some time now, my new lifestyle is somehow still a foreign concept to me. I don't think I fit neatly into the category. Doesn't single connote that it is "only you?" When I gave birth to the boys, my times of being single changed forever, to my way of thinking. I've remarked often that my embodiment is now inextricably linked with theirs, no matter how far away they are or how much time passes without seeing them. As a birth mother, I'm convinced that the trace of their bodily existence will forever reside within me. (It's a "spiritual connection," as other noncustodial mothers have described, that seems to pacify our longings and dissuades our fears of estrangement.)
As I begin my short trek downtown to the restaurant, I see in the near distance a young mother and her three children. Together, they're peering through the window of the local bakery shop. As I approach I hear the children exclaiming, "Oh, please, Mom! Oh, please!" She's patiently trying to convince them that it's too close to dinnertime for such treats. I can't help but think of my boys and our frequent visits to this same shop. I suddenly feel very alone. I'm sensitive to the fact that the mother is not particularly happy with her kids right now because of their behavior, but does she appreciate their presence enough otherwise, I wonder? When my boys are with their dad, the sight of other families together like this always "rattles my cage." These are the very times when I feel least like a mother. My repressed feelings of hurt and loss quickly surface, no matter how hard I fight against them. As I pass by, she glances up at me and smiles embarrassingly, as if to nonverbally ask that I forgive their public disruption. I manage a quick but hopefully knowing smile, meant to signify a deepened level of understanding, only truly recognizable from one mother to another. Little does she know how "disruptive" their presence really is to me, I think to myself, and continue my way up the street, trying to ignore the tugs on my heartstrings.
"More beer for you all?" our waitress asks, as she scans the empty pitchers on our adjoining tables. We've grown to a rather large group by now, encompassing at least three tables toward the back of the dimly lit restaurant and bar. Lively conversations have sprung up everywhere and we're borderline rowdy. One of my classmates has gained everyone's attention by mocking the classroom demeanor of one of our "favorite" professors. We roar with laughter as we raise our glasses to toast her accurate performance.
I'm in the midst of celebration when Carole, an older student like myself who is sitting on my right, suddenly interjects, "So, Deborah, do you have children?" The question always hits me like a ton of bricks, even when I see it coming. For the simple and, typically, innocent question requires a degree of defensive posturing on my part, depending on the perceived threat level to my sense of well-being. At the very least, I'm compelled to enact my impression management skills. I know from talking to other noncustodial mothers that these moments are precisely the ones when society's scorn can be most keenly felt, a scorn more pronounced from other women, by the way, than men.
"Why, yes, I do," I hear myself calmly replying. "I have two boys. Do you have children?" I counter, hoping to change the direction of our conversation and regain an equal footing.
"No, we don't. Actually, my husband and I tried for several years, but we couldn't conceive. So, how do your boys like the Matlin school system? I hear it's a pretty good one."
I guess I'm not going to get off so easily this time, I conclude. I squirm slightly in my seat, suddenly feeling trapped. Why didn't I sit at the end of the table, instead of the middle? Does my escalating nervousness visibly show, I wonder? I try to remain calm. "Oh, I'm sorry to hear that. Actually, my boys don't live here in Matlin . . . with me," I venture slowly and carefully, so as not to avoid her query. "They go to school in Huntsville. They're living with my ex-husband while I finish graduate school," I say, trying to not make it sound abnormal in any way. (Of course, at this point in time, I know of only a few other mothers with similar circumstances. I'm not going to let her know that, though.) "Oh," she replies flatly, with an incredulity of which I am all too familiar. Now I notice her increasing disease as she slowly takes a sip of beer and slightly turns her body away from me. I take a quick glance around. Are people leaving yet, I wonder? "So, your ex-husband takes care of them? Do you see them at all?" she presses.
Before I know it, I'm fully immersed in a well-rehearsed "justification performance," as I've come to call it, explaining my situation and relationship with my children to a relative stranger. Being a noncustodial mother requires justification. If I don't explain, others will naturally conclude I must be an unfit mother. If I succeed, then I avert possible scorn during future encounters and elevate my sense of self-esteem. After her "interrogation" finally winds down, I'm convinced that she understands I still love my children. I hope so, anyway. I like her.
I glance at my watch. It's now 7:30 p.m. I told the boys I would call them tonight and I want to keep my word. (I'm grateful I have the liberty of calling them whenever I want. I'm reminded of Jane's circumstances, another noncustodial mother whom I've interviewed. Her ex-husband allows her only a set fifteen-minute window of time every day to call her two young sons. If she phones any other time, they're not allowed to come to the phone.) I exchange glances with my friend, Paul. "I really need to go," I say as I slap a $10 bill on the table and look around intently for my book bag and sweater. "I'll walk you out," he says, as he signals to others that we're leaving. As we say our good-byes and make our way past the group to the door, I overhear Carole whispering to Rachel beside her, "I didn't know that Deborah had two sons that don't live with her." Perhaps I didn't succeed this time after all. **** When a relative stranger hears of my custody situation and responds with a hesitant, monotone "oh," or an equally inquisitive but telling look, it seems as though I am suddenly performing on stage before a full house. I immediately become an object of reflection and speculation. How do I respond without being perceived as defensive, without a definite admission of wrongdoing or guilt that significantly places my social status as a mother and a woman in immediate jeopardy? As I have heard many times from other noncustodial mothers, it is precisely these kinds of situations that accentuate the lived reality of existing in the contradictory space between social identification and marginalization. Our angst is prompted by the fact that we immediately become a sign of 92 JOURNAL OF CONTEMPORARY ETHNOGRAPHY / FEBRUARY 2004 social deviance as an existential boundary is immediately drawn that signifies us as now "other" and "different." Because of the emotional negativity these social situations produce, many noncustodial mothers simply choose to avoid the justification performance by not admitting they have children when confronted with the question by relative strangers. In my case, the degree of justification is relative to the value I place on my audience's approval.
As the above narrative demonstrates, when we are separated, my children are no longer a real audience to whom I might identify, but instead become my imaginary one. Relative strangers and others with whom I am in regular contact assume the role of the real audience. Under their immediate scrutiny, the relevant issue is not how competent a visitor I am, but how the stage of visitation automatically makes me suspect as a mother. Encountering other mothers with children, as I did on the street, also conjures negative feelings of loss and generalized uselessness. All of these signs point to my perceived incompetence as a mother. In such cases, the real audience becomes a harsh social critic that undermines my ability to forge a meaningful noncustodial subjectivity, if I listen too intently to it. It is because of this overriding negativity that the times spent separated prove to be the most difficult for most noncustodial mothers. E-mailing our children or talking to them on the phone mitigates this negativity, to some degree. But using such channels of communication sometimes only exacerbates the already "disconnected" feelings we suffer from and provides no real substitutes for the actual lived-body relations between us during visits.
The time of separation most certainly highlights the liminal (Turner 1986 ) space in which I live, that is, between being designated a mother (and enacting what that mode of being-in-the-world actually means) and being designated a visitor. With my sons now serving as one of my imaginary audiences, my role as visitor is foregrounded, to say the least. My uncertainty concerning my importance as a mother and our abilities to forge a meaningful relationship that will endure the hardship of separation are keenly felt. After all, the experience of separation allows the imaginary audience that upholds the sociocultural traditions of motherhood to scrutinize my performance as a mother and to find me readily deficient. While the real audiences I encounter during their absence may shift and change, they definitely instantiate a communicative ground that is fraught with existential ambiguity. As the following narrative describes, it is easy for me to get overwhelmed by this ambiguity as I attempt to reconcile our past, present, and future lives together. Feelings of loss and interpersonal uncertainty no longer occupy the fringes of my consciousness but can quickly immobilize me.
The following Thursday afternoon Ty telephones me. I am initially excited since both boys infrequently contact me during our periods of separation. My excitement quickly turns to dismay, however, when he asks if I'd be willing to pick them up on Saturday morning instead of tomorrow night. His best friend, Matt, is having a sleepover birthday party Friday night and he wants to go. Why didn't he bring this up sooner, I wonder? I don't feel as though I can really deny him the request, however. If I did, he'd resent me for intruding on his social life, perhaps more than he might already. Although I understand this is an innocent enough request, I can't help but worry that it may signal a time to come when he'll choose not to visit at all. (I won't ever forget the pain on Mary's face when she described the point at which her older son told her he didn't want to visit her anymore. I'm not sure I'm strong enough to deal with that level of rejection. Mary clings to a thread of hope that he'll change his mind someday.) I reluctantly acquiesce to Ty's request but not before I express to him my disappointment, for it means a shortened weekend visit for all of us. I want him to know how much I value our time together. Oh, no, I quickly worry as soon as I've said it. I don't want to make him feel guilty for wanting to spend time with his friends, either. I'm never sure how to handle these situations.
After grading a few student papers, I microwave my dinner and pull up a chair at the kitchen table. I'm alone in the house, a situation that I'm not always comfortable with, and now even less, given Ty's request. Doug's late getting back from work apparently, and the other tenants who rent rooms are gone as well. Not that any of us really spend significant time together. Their presence in the house, however, does comfort me. For several minutes, the tappings of my fork on my plate as I eat are the only sounds I hear. As I throw my Lean Cuisine container in the trash and begin to clean up the few dishes I've dirtied, my attention is drawn out the window to the backyard and beyond. It's now near 6:30 p.m. The light from the setting sun is casting a beautiful soft glow across the field of flowers planted behind the yard. I've been thankful many times that Doug leases these two acres to a local coop that makes dried flower arrangements. There are always rows of flowers blooming in the late 94 JOURNAL OF CONTEMPORARY ETHNOGRAPHY / FEBRUARY 2004 spring, summer, and into fall. Tonight, however, the scene seems to invoke melancholy, indicative of my somber mood. I'm nearing the end of my separation time from the boys. It's been nearly two weeks since I've seen them last. Emotionally, it's always hardest a few days before and a few days after our visits. I miss them terribly, and now I have to wait a little longer before I see them again.
I wonder what they're up to right now. Probably having dinner just like me, I conclude. The thought gives me some comfort-that we still might be living in synchrony somehow, although not in the same place. "Do they miss me?" I wonder. I know they say they do, but I'm not sure what that means for them. "Why does this have to be so hard?" I find myself thinking. "But I'm still their mother," I quickly affirm. Their continued absence in my life immediately contradicts my declaration, however. My ensuing thoughts are quickly consumed by self-doubts and overwhelming fears of eventually losing them. "How can you hope to ever be a normal family again?" I hear myself query, followed by, "Who do you think you're kidding, anyway? Living together again full-time is never going to happen." My heart pounds loudly and my vision begins to blur. I feel the floodgates of my emotions giving way. "Don't do this to yourself, Deborah," I try to counter. "Don't lose hope." (It is at these moments that I understand completely why most noncustodial mothers are treated for depression and many attempt suicide. One mother with whom I spoke had attempted suicide more than once.) Suddenly, I'm startled by a sound coming from the foyer. With haste, I wipe the tears, quickly sniff, and hurriedly race toward my room. I give a quick glance back as Doug enters and hastily drops his pile of mail on the kitchen counter. "Hi. Had to work late I see," I offer as I open my bedroom door, trying to sound like nothing is wrong. I don't wait for a reply. I'm definitely restless, but I end up staying in my room for the rest of the evening.
When my emotional guard is down, I become disheartened and discouraged by the difficult circumstances in which I am attempting to mother. As indicated above, the temporal and spatial parameters of the visiting experience are magnified just before and after our visits, as I fully embody the semiotic boundary conditions living apart necessarily creates (Eicher-Catt 2001). As I vacillate between two existential, semiotic frames, that is, between performing two very different roles for what constitutes a good enough mother and visitor before two very different audiences, my identity as a mother is thrown into crisis. This movement between contradictory perceptual frames also manifests a dialectical movement between visiting as a culturally defined phenomenon and visiting as an interpersonally defined experience. For instance, when I consider my situation of visiting as a culturally defined phenomenon, I understand that typical visits, as we culturally define them, are meant to establish a communicative ground from which we create varying degrees of relatedness; the more symmetry (and reciprocity) we can impose, the more competent visitors we become. Such a discursive frame requires me to shift my perceptual focus from the regulative rules that surround typical motherhood to constitutive rules that better serve my immediate interpersonal engagement with my children as a visitor. Such a perceptual frame offers me moments of expressive freedom from the constraints imposed by traditional motherhood. This necessitates my perception of the real audience (constituted by my sons), that is, the audience that does not typically sit in harsh judgment about my competence as a mother. Instead, it is an audience that keeps me focused on the phenomenology of my immediate interpersonal engagement with my sons. Under such code conditions, I can, therefore, competently enact the visiting role my noncustodial status requires.
In contrast, when I consider the occasioned visit as an interpersonally defined phenomenon, I understand that although my time with my sons is now limited, I still have the capacity to create or maintain the caring intimacy I desire through my interpersonal engagements with them. Visits do, after all, offer interlocutors the opportunity to build and sustain relationships through communicative actions. In the case of women, in particular, we are culturally "programmed" to nurture this relatedness through a moral philosophy of continual "connection and care" (Gilligan 1982) . Foremost, we are taught that we are primarily responsible for the care and nurturance of our young children. For women who have given birth, this sense of nurturing responsibility is well supported by phenomenological or bodily traces of that ineffable event. It is easy for me to conjure this powerful object relation (Chodorow 1978) , especially when I psychologically presence the real audience (composed of my sons). Such a perspective, however fleeting, offers me moments of reassurance as a mother. I shift my focus from the typical regulative rules of motherhood to the constitutive rules needed by the immediate interpersonal engagement with my children.
Therefore, I am able to competently enact the role of interpersonally engaged mother.
Unfortunately, like the previously described dialectic posed by contradictory audiences, both of these perceptual frames also define me as either a competent visitor or a competent mother and set in motion a lived reality of cultural paradox. More important, in either case, while I may enact a competent performance of mother or visitor, both perceptual frames only serve, as Diamond (1996) said, to "re-inscribe or resignify" preexisting discursive practices. In other words, when enacting visitation as either a culturally or interpersonally defined phenomenon, my "acting self comes into being only through pre-existing and oppressive cultural constructions" of discourse (Carlson 1996, 182) . With each code condition, I enact conventional scripts of motherhood or traces of prior performances of noncustodial motherhood that succeeded in "fooling" or tricking any audience into concluding that nothing is inherently "wrong" with me as a woman and/or mother. When using these frames of reference, my praxis or being-in-the-world is modified by how effectively I reproduce a mere referential, dominant discourse and appropriately apply it within a given set of discursive practices. While "both a doing and a thing done," any competent enactment under these perceptual conditions only foregrounds noncustodial mothering as a "thing done." These frames foreclose alternative means of signification that could set a new context for noncustodial mothering that would be more productive. I find that to competently perform my role as noncustodial mother, I must simultaneously appear, to any given audience, both competent and incompetent in enacting the vision of mother. I am a cultural paradox always in the making.
Although I live a cultural paradox on many social/personal levels, as the foregoing illustrates, the thought of seeing my sons again drives my actions, keeps me future directed, and gives me some sense of hope. In the following narrative, I struggle to create a communicative ground from which to make possible our lives together, outside the bounds of constraining code conditions. I wonder how they've been. Ty told me on the phone that Zac was battling another cold. I'm convinced that their dad doesn't push the medicines like I would if they were under my care. They probably aren't wearing their jackets, either, now that it's getting a bit warmer outside. I can't say anything to their dad about my concerns, of course. We don't meddle in one another's business. The boys continually have to adjust to our different parenting styles and behavioral expectations. I wonder what that's like for them. I'm sure it's confusing. Heaven only knows what long-term effects this situation will have on them. I don't want to think about that now.
I'm making the final turn into their housing development. It won't be long now, I say to myself. My heart begins to race a little, and I'm feeling a bit nervous. (I'm reminded of Yvonne's description of moments before she sees her daughter after a month's separation. She likens it to the anticipation surrounding a first date with a guy you've wanted to notice you. The exhilaration can be overwhelming.) I'm fully aware, however, that sometimes our initial meetings after a time apart can be a bit awkward. It is when our visiting nonstrangers roles take center stage. Depending on the length of time we've been separated, this sense of estrangement can last for several hours into our visit. I hope for the best as I pull my car into the driveway and turn off the engine. I'm not even out of the car yet when I see Zac racing toward me. I hurriedly shut my door. He must have been watching for me at the kitchen window. I am important in his life, I think to myself. "Mommy," he yells with a big grin on his face. His excitement assures me that our greeting this time will go smoothly.
"Hey, Zac, Mommy is s-o-o-o happy to see you!" I reply, as we meet with an embrace along the middle of the sidewalk. "Mmmmmm give me some cheek!" I add, rehearsing our little kissing ritual. "I heard you had another cold."
Ignoring my last remark, Zac quickly says, "See my new cowboy boots!" as he kicks up one of his feet so I can get a closer look.
"Hey, those are pretty fancy, kiddo." I reply, grateful for the early opportunity to affirm him.
"Yeah, Dad and Nancy got me these last night at the store!" he blurts out. "Wanna see what else I got?" he asks quickly, as he takes my hand and begins to pull me toward the door.
"Why . . . sure," I reply more hesitantly, thinking about whether I should make an inquiry about Nancy before we get into the house. This must be the woman I saw last time I dropped them off. Is this someone I need to worry about? I couldn't handle being replaced. I decide against asking any questions, for now. Besides, Zac already has me engaged, talking a mile a minute about his Friday evening. I so love to hear him talk. He gets that from me, I'm sure, I boast to myself.
I reluctantly enter their dad's house and follow Zac's lead into the living room. The house represents their lives without me, after all, and makes me extremely uncomfortable. I must admit, though, I'm curious about how they live. "Where's your brother?" I manage to interject during a slight pause in Zac's story.
Before he can respond, their dad enters the room and announces, "Ty will be down in a minute. He's finishing his shower." He moves into the kitchen and leaves the two of us alone.
I take the opportunity to ask Zac, "Have you got your stuff packed up and ready to go, sweetie?" wanting to speed up the transition time at their dad's, if I can. My time with them is already measured.
Before Zac can reply, their dad yells from the kitchen, "And did you get your toothbrush like I told you to?" confirming my suspicion that my communication in the house is being monitored. Zac ignores my question as he races up the stairs to comply with his dad's prompt. Same old behavioral patterns, I think to myself.
I hear water running and the clang of dishes coming from the kitchen. My temporary abandonment gives me the opportunity to briefly look around. I don't really want to but can't seem to help myself. My eyes are immediately drawn to the far wall. It's covered with family photos of various shapes and sizes-faces of former in-laws who were a big part of my life at one time. The boys' school pictures are larger than the others and are prominently hanging cockeyed to one side of the collection. I resist the impulse to straighten them. The eating table that sits off to one end of the room is partially covered with a jigsaw puzzle the boys are putting together. Even after all these years, I still recognize furnishings and other items that we had when we were married. It's eerie to think that we all had a life together at one time, however brief. We've come so far from that place. I'm deep in thought with my back to the entrance of the room when I feel a sharp tap on my shoulder. Startled that I might be perceived as spying, I turn around and see Ty standing before me, with a smug look on his face. He's getting so tall, I think. Pretty soon he'll be as tall as me.
In an attempt to regain my composure, I say, "Hi, honey. It's good to see you." I move forward to fill the remaining gap between us. As I do, Ty takes a step back and cocks one hip. He behaves as if he's talking to one of his buddies and needs to appear cool and detached. I remind myself that he has, after all, just left his group of friends to meet me.
"Hey, Mom. I see you made it down OK." Not waiting for a reply, he adds, "Listen, I haven't had any breakfast yet. Can you wait while I eat something?" Perhaps I'm being too sensitive but, for me, the emotional distance between us is palpable. Indeed, this may be one of those visits with him where it's difficult to get beyond mere "baseline disclosures." I sure hope not.
"Continuity and stability," I recite to myself. Out loud I hear myself say, "Well, hon, I'd rather get going. We can stop at McDonald's on the way, if you like," I offer before I've thought about how much cash I have in my purse. His brother has come down the stairs by now with his duffle bag and GI Joe case.
"Yeah, can I get an Egg McMuffin?" Zac interrupts. "OK," Ty answers approvingly, as he shuffles through things at the bottom of the coat closet. "I'm bringing my baseball glove. Is Alex visiting this weekend? We could play some catch. Hey, he hasn't finished work on the fort, has he?" "Yes, Zac, you can have an Egg McMuffin. I'm not sure, Ty, if Alex is coming or not," I say, noticing how difficult it is for them to conversationally take turns when they first see me. (Other mothers describe the initial flurry of conversation from their children as feeling "barraged.") "I'm sure you can work on the fort without him, though. I'd play catch with you if Alex isn't there, ya know," I offer. He flashes me an inquisitive look, brows narrowed. "Have you forgotten that I use to play softball?" I quickly add, trying to remain lighthearted.
"Oh, yea, Mom, the 'Hot-Bun,' wasn't it?" he teases, referencing the embarrassing name of my former team. I wish he wouldn't act so cocky sometimes, I lament to myself. None too soon for me, we've said goodbyes to their dad, gathered their things, and are headed out the door. It's refreshing to be in the open air again. (When in my ex-husband's presence, I'm always reminded of my former life filled with what seemed like rigid, either-or thinking and an uneasy lack of existential freedom. I'm convinced that one of my new roles as visiting mother is to offer my children another perspective on things, one that teaches them there are alternative ways to approach issues and problems that arise. It's a sentiment I've heard repeatedly from other mothers with whom I've spoken.) Ty is only a couple of steps ahead of me now. I manage to put my hand on Ty's shoulder and give it a quick squeeze. He doesn't shrug me off. I take it as a sign that he missed me, too, although he's acting too cool to freely admit it.
"My turn to sit in front with Mom, Ty," Zac declares, racing to the front passenger-side door. Ty gives no verbal acknowledgment. Making our way to the car, I can't help but reflect on the fact that although our time together during this special circumstance of visitation will always be precarious, tentative, and ambiguous, I'm convinced that any rewards from our encounters are worth the possible risks involved. Not a preexisting category of experience, instead we are a family-in-process/ontrial (Kristeva 1984) . This morning, I'm appreciating this realization and the self-scrutiny it entails. I take solace in the thought that no signification within our relationship renders a final pronouncement of who we are and what we may become. I just need to keep engaged in the process, I think to myself, one visit at a time.
Before he reaches the car door, something down the street momentarily catches Ty's attention. I follow his gaze and see a young man on a bicycle. His body is repeatedly jerking up and down. He is thrown off balance by the slipping and sliding of the bicycle gears. It's apparent that he's struggling to get the gears to mesh properly.
"You've got to take up a bit more slack on the chain, Chuck," Ty instructs loudly to him. "Don't take up too much, though, it needs some slippage to work right," he adds and then gets into the car and slams the door. I'm suddenly struck by the uncanny wisdom of my son's words since they relate so well to our situation. Yes, what's needed for us to manage competently our relationship quandary is a slippage, albeit one that exists within the performance/performativity dialectic created within all communicative actions. Although necessarily causing some disequilibrium, I become well aware that it is this very slippage that will make our future lives together possible.
"So, Zac, let's start with you. I want to hear all about your best friend, Joey," I prompt, as I back the car out of the driveway. I'm just happy with another opportunity to "make up for lost time." **** Above all, when I achieve sufficient psychological distance from my struggle, I realize that this lived reality of existential paradox is sustained by my phenomenological instantiation of complex and powerful signifying systems that shape my existence as a visiting mother. This realization actually invigorates my efforts. For rather than seeing myself as a victim of my own actions, society's harsh judgments, or judicial mandates (which is very easy for mothers to do, especially when visitations are not going well), I am empowered to make alternative communicative choices. My presence at their door every other weekend serves to provide both my sons and me with symbolic evidence that we will continue our ongoing engagement, no matter what interpersonal challenges we face.
I am slowly learning that to negotiate the cultural paradox, I need to change my concept of the mothering performance. I must cease telling another's story, as an accomplishment of some codified role for what mothers should be. I need to accept the possibility that the unique text/ context of visitation presents a constitutive space from which my story of noncustody and motherhood might unfold (Butler 1990 ). Rather than viewing my circumstances as dictated by my ambiguous text/ context of visitation, I must embody my subject position as mother yet noncustodial through a performativity produced by my continual interpersonal engagement with my sons and others. Such an existential orientation keeps me focused on the immediacy of our engagement and, consequently, makes my embodiment of noncustodial motherhood more meaningful. Resisting the initial feelings of estrangement from Ty that surface on my arrival at their house, for example, I perform greeting practices that seek to establish a better communicative ground for us to relate as mother and son. I have learned, in other words, a valuable "tactic," as described by de Certeau, that offers an intangible means of seizing opportunities to mother my children "on the wing," so to speak (quoted in Carlson 1996, 172) . Rather than succumbing to the psychological pressure I feel as an outsider in my boys' home (especially when I view their daily surroundings that exclude me entirely) and the memories of our past life together, I seize the opportunity to create alternative means of relating with them as we begin our journey back to where I live. I realize that to be successful at mothering them under these circumstances, I should not try to reinstantiate these former contexts of relating but reposition us within a new context of discourse 102 JOURNAL OF CONTEMPORARY ETHNOGRAPHY / FEBRUARY 2004 that has yet to be narrated. This requires me to shift my focus from mothering as a scripted performance to the performativity of mothering, as an ongoing process and event of the speaking/listening person. I leave their house thinking, for example, that I do have ongoing opportunities to create the degrees of mutual intimacy and care that I desire.
Unlike the previous stories or themes of mothering I performed, the emerging narrative that I subsequently spin serves political functions (Langellier 1989, 271) . As Langellier (1999) contends, this new-found tactic or "performativity articulates and situates [me] . . . within the forces of discourse, the institutionalized networks of power relations, such as medicine, the law, the media, and the family, which constitute subject positions and order context" (p. 129, italics mine). Importantly, someone who lives outside the temporal and spatial boundaries of "normalized" motherhood discourse realizes that the notion of performativity "assert[s] the possibility of materializing something that exceeds our knowledge, that alters the shape of sites and imagines other as yet unsuspected modes of being" (Diamond 1996, 2) . In contrast to "identity thinking" that attempts to deny or limit the slippage to maintain a total congruity between concept and experience (Carlson 1996, 171) , I am learning to appreciate the slippage, and the corresponding ambiguity it produces, for what it portends that I may become. As Carlson (1996) reminds me, "the possibility of innovative agency is always present" in the slippage (p. 171). Thus, I know my hope for creating a meaningful noncustodial subjectivity resides in the fact that all performances contain this emergent dimension, a "radically contextual, improvisational, and transformational character" (Bauman 1992, 42) . Only when I keep focused on this idea in my praxis of mothering am I able to enact a performative competence of mothering. Although I still exist outside the acceptable grammar for typical motherhood relations, I gain the ability to better position myself within a context of discourse. At times I am able, however temporarily, to feel personally empowered in my situation.
Such a contextual repositioning instantiates a new "symbolic audience," as Lacan would say (Wilden 1987) , one that operates within a discursive frame of existence in which my performativity also resides. I come to realize that the symbolic audience does not question my enactments like the real audiences I encounter, sit in harsh judgment of my ongoing performances, or conjure self-doubts like my imaginary ones.
argues, are always inherent in discursive practices. Understanding that I possess the ability to assess my audiences and negotiate a given set of power relations motivates my subsequent communicative actions. But if I am to embody, configure, inscribe, or signify a new meaning of mothering, I need to learn how to live within the temporal and spatial tension (or cultural paradox described above) produced by a performance and performativity dialectic and learn to use these "critical tropes" to my advantage (Strine 1998 ). As we leave their house and begin our time together, I am convinced that over time, I can learn to do this.
Ironically, it appears that my continued willingness to engage my children, in spite of the negativity that surrounds the discursive structure of visitation, may actually bring me closer to actualizing the idealized and highly rhetorical visions of motherhood our culture so ardently endorses. For the lived value I now place on the precious time and space I share with my children becomes an all-encompassing and often self-deprecating raison d'être. No longer taking my relationship with them for granted gives me a renewed perspective on what it truly means to mother and to love my children no matter what conditions. Through many eyes, I know that I may not competently perform motherhood anymore. Even when I lived with them regularly, I am sure I did not measure up to the rhetorical ideal. But now, at least, I can embody a performative competence, a self-motivated ability to continue to actively engage with them through discursive and nondiscursive means, to continue to make the effort to connect and reconnect, and to never take that connection for granted. I begin to appreciate that it is precisely "at these [semiotic and phenomenological] borders [i.e., boundaries of conscious experience] that meaning is continually being created and negotiated" (Carlson 1996, 188) .
Within American culture, the drama that unfolds for many noncustodial mothers is one that is particularly difficult to manage. Often isolated and socially marginalized (Eicher-Catt 1997), these women no longer support the rhetorical vision provided by the cultural codes of traditional motherhood-a vision, I might add, that often requires women to don a superwoman role. Regardless of their social positioning in terms of age, class, race, ethnicity, and so forth, these women typically lack the necessary political means by which to effect widespread social change. Existing outside the boundaries of normalized discourse, these women have few rhetorical opportunities to collectively advance an alternative and more conducive rhetorical vision by which to live as competent mothers yet noncustodial. For the noncustodial mothers who continue the struggle to care for their absent children despite the constraints of visitation, their lived experiences of negativity attest to the powerful cultural expectations the sign of motherhood still imposes on all of us. Even in our contemporary culture that repeatedly espouses women's rights and freedoms, the presence of noncustodial mothers causes awkward social uneasiness. And yet, for the many mothers who do continue to care and nurture their children successfully, their performative competence testifies to the individual potential we have to transform the implications of discursive practices. For all women who, in whatever measure or degree, choose to blur the boundaries between personal and cultural visions of motherhood, the dialectical tension that exists between their performance and performativity provides hope in their fledgling relationships with their children. Such a theoretical turn offers renewed appreciation for the dynamic palpability within every interpersonal engagement. It reminds us that our transformative power resides in everyday events of speaking and listening, in which the contests of discourse and culture play out.
